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Regulatory Assistance Project

RAP i fi i i f d i 1992RAP is a non-profit organization, formed in 1992, 
that provides workshops and education assistance 
to state government officials on electric utilityto state government officials on electric utility 
regulation. RAP is funded by, among others, the 
Energy Foundation, US EPA & US DOE.



RAP Mission
RAP is committed to fostering regulatory 
policies for the electric industry that encourage 
economic efficiency protect environmentaleconomic efficiency, protect environmental 
quality, ensure system reliability, and allocate 
system benefits fairly to all customers.system benefits fairly to all customers.
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Part I
Climate, the Economy, and the role of Cap-
and-Trade
Why the Emphasis on Energy Efficiency 
and Clean Energy Policies?and Clean Energy Policies?
An Example of the Framework: the 
RGGI/Clean Energy ConnectionRGGI/Clean Energy Connection



Climate and the Economy:   y
Consider this Metaphor



“Turning the economy around 
is like turning an aircraft carrieris like turning an aircraft carrier 

around.”



Climate and the Economy cont.C ate a d t e co o y co t.
Bow-thruster
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Climate and the Economy cont. C ate a d t e co o y co t.
Bow-Thruster



Climate and the Economy cont.
Extend the Metaphor:

if economy = aircraft carrier thenif economy = aircraft carrier, then 
cap-and-trade = bow thruster.



A cap-and-trade mechanism 
h i i ?can promote the transition?

C&T does two complementary things:p y g
It imposes costs on emissions, and
C l i i iCreates value in emissions 
reductions. 



Getting Electric Sector g
Emissions Reductions

Power-sector CO2 emissions can be 
significantly reduced in three ways:g y y

Reducing consumption; 
Re-dispatching the existing fleet; andRe dispatching the existing fleet; and
Lowering the emissions profile of new 
generation (including repowering existing g ( g p g g
generation).



RGGI – An Example of an 
Electric Sector Cap-and-Trade



RGGI
RGGI is the leading effort in the United States 
to cap GHG emissions from the power sector. 
Th RGGI i t t t t t hi fThe RGGI region: ten states, stretching from 
Maine to Delaware.
The RGGI Memorandum of UnderstandingThe RGGI Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) sets out the essential elements of a 
proposed model rule, adopted by each 
participating stateparticipating state.  
Rulemakings completed across the region, 
implementation in 2009.p



Consumer Allocation
One of the key achievements: the creation of a formal consumer 
allocation of carbon credits (also referred to as “efficiency 
allocation”), rather than the automatic (and free) allocation of all 
credits to generators on the basis of historic emissionscredits to generators on the basis of historic emissions.
Significant departure from previous cap-and-trade regimes (e.g., 
Acid Rain).
States agreed in MOU to allocated 25% of allowances forStates agreed in MOU to allocated 25% of allowances for 
consumer benefit and to leave 75% for discretionary activities.  
However, in practice, states have directed a much larger amount 
of allowance value to efficiency and clean energy.
Depending on how states implement this objective and the 
market price of allowances, it could substantially advance 
investments in energy efficiency and clean energy in the 
RGGI regionRGGI region.



What happens if we double 
ffi i di i RGGI?efficiency spending in RGGI?

Extensive modeling* for RGGI found:
Carbon credit prices drop 25%Carbon credit prices drop 25%
Need for new fossil capacity drops 33%
C t bill d 5%(I d t i l) tCustomer bills drop 5%(Industrial) to 
12%(Residential)
And – even greater EE investments (quite 
attainable) would yield greater savings

*IPM model runs by ICF Consulting using EE portfolios developed by ACEEE



RGGI Auction Revenues
RGGI 
Auctions

Cl i P i

9/25/08
6 states

$3 07/t

12/17/08
10 States

$3 38/t

3/18/09
10 States

$3 51/t

Total Revenue

Clearing Price $3.07/ton $3.38/ton $3.51/ton

TOTAL $38, 575,766 $106,489,935 $117,248,630 $262,314,331

Based on RGGI Allowance Allocations and Use of Auction Proceeds, Environment Northeast 



State Allocation of 
Allowance Revenues

Revenues Energy Efficiency
Funding

Energy Efficiency
Allocation

Auction I $38, 575,766 $18, 872, 220 49%

Auction II $106 489 935 $76 442 433 72%Auction II $106,489,935 $76,442,433 72%

Auction III $117,248,630 $90,059,036 76.8%

Total to Date $262,314,331 $185,373,689 71%

Based on RGGI Allowance Allocations and Use of Auction Proceeds, Environment Northeast 



Part II
Several Clean Energy Policies to Consider

Activities in the Mid-Atlantic and other 
RGGI statesRGGI states
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Clean Energy Policiesgy
to Watch

Renewables Portfolio Standard (RPS)
DecouplingDecoupling
Energy Efficiency Resource Standard 
(EERS)(EERS)

22



Renewables Portfolio 
Standard (RPS)

Minimum percentage target set and 
marketplace determines which resources p
will meet demand
Regulated entities (distribution companies)Regulated entities (distribution companies) 
must comply with RPS by surrendering 
Renewable Energy Credits (RECs)Renewable Energy Credits (RECs)
Fines or “Alternative Compliance Payment” 
for non compliancefor non-compliance
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RPS Implementation
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RPS Implementation
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Decoupling
A regulatory policy that allows utilities to 
make money by helping homeowners save y y p g
energy rather than by encouraging them to 
consume it.



Decoupling



Like With Any Company, 
Utility Management Focuses onUtility Management Focuses on 

Profits. 

Under traditional regulation:
U ili d fi li k d iUtility revenues and profits are linked to unit 
sales (kW, KWhs, therms, etc.)
L f l d t f l i l t tiLoss of sales due to successful implementation 
of energy efficiency will lower utility 
profitabilityprofitability



A Ch i A hA Change in Approach

“Throughput incentive is at odds with a 
requirement to invest in cost-effective energy 
ffi iefficiency

Policies should, instead, align utilities’ profit 
motives with acquisition of all cost effectivemotives with acquisition of all cost-effective 
energy efficiency
Decoupling & profit incentives coupled withDecoupling & profit incentives, coupled with 
strong regulatory and legislative policy support 
and industry leadership are part of the solutiony p p



Energy Efficiency gy y
Resource Standard (EERS)

An EERS: a market-based mechanism to encourage more efficient generation, 
transmission, and use of electricity and natural gas.

An EERS consists of savings targets for (electric and/or gas energy) utilitiesAn EERS consists of savings targets for (electric and/or gas energy) utilities, 
often with flexibility to achieve the target through a market-based trading 
system.

EERSs include end-user energy saving improvements that are aided andEERSs include end user energy saving improvements that are aided and 
documented by utilities or other program operators.

Sometimes distribution system efficiency improvements and combined heat 
and power (CHP) systems and other high-efficiency distributed generationand power (CHP) systems and other high efficiency distributed generation 
systems are included as well.



Energy Efficiency gy y
Resource Standard (EERS)

Some Examples:
NY: goal of reducing electricity usage by 15% 
statewide by 2015.statewide by 2015.
VT: state contracts with “Efficiency Vermont,” a 
company that delivers programs and is contractually 
required to achieve energy and demand goals.q gy g
CT: RPS modified to include EE; utilities must acquire 
a minimum of 1% of electricity sales from “Class III” 
resources (EE and CHP), 2% in 2008, and 4% in 2010.( )
PA: EE is an eligible resource in Tier II of two-tiered 
alternative portfolio standard (no minimum EE target).
See also NJ, VA and others.,



Activities in the Mid-Atlantic ct v t es t e d t a t c
and other RGGI States.

MD
DEDE
VA
PAPA
NJ
Washington DC
Other RGGI StatesOther RGGI States



Maryland
Governor Martin O’Malley announced an initiative on January 7 which would grant local 
governments and nonprofits up to $8 million in grants and loans in fiscal year 2010 to help pay 
for energy efficiency and renewable energy projects. The program will be managed by the 
Maryland Energy Administration and funded with a portion of the proceeds from the state’s 
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative auctions. The state expects to collect more than $94 
million from the auctions to help fund the initiative. 

Additional information is available at: 
http://baltimore.bizjournals.com/baltimore/stories/2009/01/05/daily39.html. 

The Maryland Senate has approved a bill (Senate Bill 278) that would commit the state to a 25 
percent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2020 below 2006 levels. Legislators voted 
March 2 in favor of the measure, which seeks to reduce greenhouse gas through renewable 
energy and recycling. The proposal specifically requires the state to ensure there will be no 
loss of manufacturing jobs as a result of the measure. The bill is now in the House ofloss of manufacturing jobs as a result of the measure. The bill is now in the House of 
Delegates. 

Senate Bill 278 is available at: http://mlis.state.md.us/2009rs/billfile/SB0278.htm. 



Maryland (cont.)
In February, Pepco filed a Smart Community Plan in 
conjunction with its Smart Grid program. The purpose for 
Smart Communities is to demonstrate the technology associated 
with the Smart Grid improve the quality and quantity of usagewith the Smart Grid, improve the quality and quantity of usage 
and pricing information available to customers, provide savings 
to customers and reduce outages and outage durations. Smart 
Communities will also help improve various aspects of the 

h l i ffi i i f d li d h ltechnology, improve efficiencies of energy delivery, and help 
Pepco understand how customers adopt and benefit from the 
technology. 

Pepco’s Smart Community Plan is available at:Pepco s Smart Community Plan is available at: 
http://webapp.psc.state.md.us/Intranet/maillog/submit.cfm?Mail
logPath=115020&maillogNum=115020



Maryland (cont.)
– Pepco Holdings Inc. (PHI) for PEPCO and Delmarva (approved), BGE (expected)
Case 9063 (PHI) – “Optimal Structure of the Electric Industry in Maryland”
In this Case, PHI has proposed procuring significant EE programs for residential and small business customers, and 
recovering lost revenues through either a surcharge or a revenue adjustment mechanism.  See direct testimony of 
Company witness J. Mack Wathen. [These cases have been resolved.  Final order links not yet available.

Cases 9092(PEPCO) and 9093 (Delmarva) – Rate Cases
PHI filed rate cases on behalf of PEPCO and Delmarva.
PHI has proposed a Bill Stabilization Adjustment (BSA).  The BSA is under review in these distribution rate cases.  
Company witness Mark Browning in Case 9092 indicated BSA would align company shareholder and customer 
interests whether changes in usage are due to weather higher prices or conservation programsinterests whether changes in usage are due to weather, higher prices or conservation programs.

New filing for DSM surcharge and other matters
In PHI’s filing for authorization to establish a DSM surcharge, an Advanced Metering Infrastructure surcharge, and to 
establish a DSM collaborative and an AMI advisory group, PEPCO indicates that the BSA is a “key component of the 
establishment and success of the Company’s proposed DSM programs.”  See p y p p p g
http://www.pepco.com/_res/documents/PepcomdApplicationforDSMandAMI032107.pdf

BGE (expected) Supplement 392 to P.S.C. Md-E-6
BGE has filed a proposal for a DSM surcharge for gas and electric DSM programs and stated its intention to file an 
electric decoupling proposal. 
See  
http://webapp.psc.state.md.us/Intranet/CaseNum/NewIndex3_VOpenFile.cfm?filepath=%5C%5CColdfusion%5CEWor
kingGroups%5CDRDG%5CBGE%20AMI%2DDR%2DConservation%5CBGE%201%2D23%2D07%20AMI%2DDR
I%2DConservation%2Epdf



Delaware
Investigation regarding electric and gas decoupling

In Order 7153, the commission opened a proceeding to consider 
revenue decoupling mechanisms for all electric and natural gas 
utilities subject to its jurisdiction Associated issues includeutilities subject to its jurisdiction.  Associated issues include 
whether it is appropriate to make implementation of decoupling 
contingent on implementation of EE programs.  Present status: A 
public workshop was held on March 17, 2008.  The Hearing 
Examiner requested written comments from participantsExaminer requested written comments from participants.

See, Regulation Docket 59 
http://depsc.delaware.gov/dockets/reg59/reg59.shtml, see alsohttp://depsc.delaware.gov/dockets/reg59/reg59.shtml, see also 
http://depsc.delaware.gov/orders/7153.pdf



Delaware (cont.)
A five-year energy plan for Delaware is currently being drafted and is planned to be 
submitted to the Governor by April 1. The draft plan includes a review of existing energy 
programs and recommendations for changes to Delaware's energy policy and programs. The 
guiding principles for the draft plan include:

Increasing end-use energy efficiency and conservation;g gy y ;
Reducing the environmental impacts of energy used and generated in Delaware; and
Minimizing energy-related costs and impacts on Delaware citizens.

Recommendations within the plan include:
The Sustainable Energy Utility should defray the cost of installing customer-sited renewable energyThe Sustainable Energy Utility should defray the cost of installing customer sited renewable energy 
as a mechanism to reduce electric transmission and distribution energy losses, dependence on the 
electricity grid, peak electric demand and Delaware's carbon footprint; and
The governor should establish a greenhouse gas reduction goal and a climate change commission to 
develop a detailed climate change action plan for the state, including a trajectory for the reduction in 
greenhouse gas emissions and an adaptation plan, incorporating periodic review and evaluation of the 
planplan.

Three public input sessions have been scheduled for March 4, 5 and 9. Additional information 
is available in the attached draft, and at: 
http://www.dnrec.delaware.gov/energy/services/Pages/DelawareEnergyPlan.aspx.



Delaware (cont.)
On December 30, Work Groups involved in the Delaware Energy Plan presented the Governor’s Energy 
Advisory Council with their final reports. In particular, the Reduced Energy Use Workgroup’s final report 
includes the following recommendations for the Sustainable Energy Utility (SEU), the Public Service 
Commission (PSC) and the State: 

Update the residential energy code to reflect the most recent version of the International Energy Conservation CodeUpdate the residential energy code to reflect the most recent version of the International Energy Conservation Code 
(IECC); 
Provide funding for retrofitting existing homes for energy efficiency improvements;
Provide financing for incremental investments required for new homes to meet ENERGY STAR requirements;
Implement energy efficiency financing of new homes;
Update the commercial energy and ventilation codes;
Create and implement a State Energy Efficiency Policy establishing a standard for the design construction renovationCreate and implement a State Energy Efficiency Policy establishing a standard for the design, construction, renovation, 
and operation of all State funded facilities;
Create an Energy Efficiency Education Program; and
Conduct a study considering an Energy Efficiency Resource Standard (EERS).

The Work Group’s final report is available at: 
htt // d d l /Ad i /P /R d i E U W khttp://www.dnrec.delaware.gov/Admin/Pages/ReducingEnergyUseWorkgroup.aspx. 



Virginia
Recently the Virginia State Corporation Commission approved 
Virginia Natural Gas’ (VNG) Conservation and Ratemaking 
Efficiency Plan. 
VNG’s plan includesVNG s plan includes 

a community outreach and customer education program (including a $4 
coupon to each residential customer for replacement of an air filter), 
an ENERGY STAR Residential New Construction program and 
th ti f E C ti d Effi i Ad i Gthe creation of an Energy Conservation and Efficiency Advisory Group 
which will meet to evaluate, review, and recommend adjustments to 
VNG's conservation and energy efficiency programs. 

VNG proposes to expend $7.5 million on these programs over the 
i iti l th t f th l d ti t th t t illinitial three-year term of the plan, and estimates that customers will 
save $39.5 million, in aggregate, over the first 10 years. 



Virginia (cont.)
A majority of customers participating in nine energy 
conservation pilot programs (as mentioned in the January 22 
and March 17 EEPS Weekly Updates) conducted by Dominion 
Virginia Power indicated that they were satisfied with theVirginia Power indicated that they were satisfied with the 
programs and feel more aware of their electricity use.

The pilot programs had approximately 4 500 participants andThe pilot programs had approximately 4,500 participants and 
were implemented under the Virginia State Corporation 
Commission’s review.

Additional information is available at: 
http://www.dom.com/news/elec2009/pr0225.jsp and 
www.dom.com/customer/efficiency/programs.jsp. 



Pennsylvania
In March, Governor Rendell announced an expanded effort to make 
energy conservation and efficiency measures more affordable for 
households.  Including:

$17 million Keystone HELP Energy Efficiency Loan and Rebate$17 million Keystone HELP Energy Efficiency Loan and Rebate 
Program intended to it easier for families to insulate their homes, and 
install equipment like high-efficiency heating and cooling systems, 
geothermal heat pumps, and ENERGY STAR qualified windows and 
doors. 

The program is made possible by the $650 million Alternative 
Energy Investment Fund legislation signed into law in July 2008. 
It is also an expansion of the Keystone Home Energy Loan Program, 
or Keystone HELP that was created in 2006 by the Pennsylvaniaor Keystone HELP, that was created in 2006 by the Pennsylvania 
Treasury Department to offer affordable energy efficiency financing 
options. 
Additional information is available at: http://www.keystonehelp.com/. 



Pennsylvania (cont.)
PECO has provided customers with web-based source of 
information to help them understand changes in Pennsylvania's 
energy market, their bill, their energy use and PECO's energy 
efficiency programsefficiency programs. 
The website, www.peco.com/know, is the central location for 
customers to learn about the transition from capped electric rates 
to market-based rates, which will occur on Jan. 1, 2011. , ,
The website contains tools to help customers understand how 
they use energy, tips to help customers conserve energy, the 
ENERGY STAR @ Home tool, discounts on energy efficient 

d t d i f ti i tproducts, and information on energy assistance programs.



Pennsylvania (cont.)
Requiring distribution companies to procure efficiency and demand resources.  
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Program Implementation Order -- Adopted at January 15, 
2009, Public Meeting. Entered January 16, 2009.  Docket No. M-2008-2069887.   
http://www.puc.state.pa.us/electric/pdf/Act129/EEC_Implementation_Order.pdf

Commission development of efficiency and conservation program that companies must 
implement, 
A proposal for EDC EE&C Plan format has been developed by Commission staff. 
Proposed format http://www.puc.state.pa.us/electric/pdf/Act129/EEC_Plan_Template.PDF
Proposed appendices http://www.puc.state.pa.us/electric/xls/EEC_Plan_appendices.xls
Comments to the draft proposal on or before Wednesday, April 1, 2009. 

St t f i i d i i t d l ti f d l ti i i lStatus of commission ordering companies to develop time of use and real-time pricing plans.
To date, no Commission action.



New Jersey
New Jersey utilities’ recently-filed energy efficiency plans and infrastructure improvement 
proposals.  The filings respond to the State’s request for programs that enhance economic 
development, reduce greenhouse gas emissions and will be considered for cost recovery 
through the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative Rider (RGGI Surcharge).  See

http://www.state.nj.us/bpu/agenda/announcements/stimulus.html.

New Jersey Natural Gas and South Jersey Gas  -- A Conservation Incentive Program (CIP) 
d i 2006 l i h li i dj Th iwas approved in 2006 to replace previous weather normalization adjustments. The companies 

will fund conservation programs, and recover gross-margin deficiencies, up to pre-
determined levels, in the following year. 

See Docket Nos. GR05121019 and GR05121020, 
http://www.bpu.state.nj.us/wwwroot/energy/GR05121019_20061212.pdf



New Jersey (cont.)
In February, Atlantic City Electric submitted its energy efficiency programs responding to the New 
Jersey Plan for Economic Stimulus.   Programs are currently under review by the NJ BPU: 

“Whole House” energy efficiency is designed to enhance the Home Performance with ENERGY 
STAR incentives that are offered through New Jersey Clean Energy;  

Residential Expanded Gas (HVAC) and Gas Hot Water Heater Incentive Programs (residential gas 
customers); 

Small Commercial Customer Energy Efficiency Program will enhance the existing program offerings 
b N J Cl E (f i l t ith k d d f 200 kW l )by New Jersey Clean Energy (focus on commercial customers with a peak demand of 200 kW or less);

Large Commercial Customer Program (supplemental incentives to the existing New Jersey Clean 
Energy Program for customers with peak demand greater than 200 kW);

CHP (supplemental incentives to existing programs to lower dependence on the electric grid; and GasCHP (supplemental incentives to existing programs to lower dependence on the electric grid; and Gas 
Cooling Program (enhanced incentives for the installation of gas cooling equipment that targets all 
commercial and industrial programs).

See  http://www.state.nj.us/bpu/pdf/announcements/etownee.pdf.



Washingtion DC
PEPCO proposed a Bill Stabilization Adjustment (BSA) adjusting actual 
revenues to match anticipated revenues.  If approved, PEPCO proposed to 
reduce the ROE and ROR. As of August 21, 2008 in Order 15042, the 
Commission determined that district law would not preclude the Commission 
f d ti th BSA th h th ll l till di Thifrom adopting the BSA, though the overall proposal was still pending.  This 
filing was in the context of PEPCO’s “Blueprint” which proposes proactive 
EE programs.  In Decision 14712, January, 2008, the Commission decided to 
consider the legal and implementation issues of PEPCO's BSA in FC 1053 
Phase II before ruling on the BSA The first action under Phase II was toPhase II before ruling on the BSA. The first action under Phase II was to 
request parties to brief the Commission on their views of the legal ability of 
the Commission to institute a BSA under existing statutes. Those briefs were 
filed 0n March 31, 2008. Reply briefs are due later this month. 
See Formal Case 1053 http://www.dcpsc.org/hottopics/pepco ratecase.shtm ; p p g p p p _ ;
Order 15042: 
http://www.dcpsc.org/edocket/docketsheets_pdf_FS.asp?caseno=FC1053&doc
ketno=408&flag=C&show_result=Y



Other RGGI States
NY -- In January Governor Paterson announced his “45 by 15” aggressive plan 
to meet 45% of New York’s electricity needs through improved energy 
efficiency and clean renewable energy by 2015.  Additional information is 
available at: http://www.state.ny.us/governor/press/press_0107091.html.

NY -- In February, NYSERDA and National Grid announced an initiative for 
income eligible households to participate in their Home Performance with 
ENERGY STAR program. Eligible customers can receive up to 50% off the 

f ffi i i i f $5 000cost of energy efficiency improvements, to a maximum of $5,000 per 
household. National Grid gas customers may receive up to $6,000 to off-set 
the initial investment of higher efficiency equipment.   Additional information 
is available at: 
http://www getenergysmart org/SingleFamilyHomes/ExistingBuilding/HomeOhttp://www.getenergysmart.org/SingleFamilyHomes/ExistingBuilding/HomeO
wner/Participate.aspx. 



Other RGGI States (cont.)
NY -- In New York all electric utilities must file revenue decoupling 
proposals in ongoing and new rate cases.  This Order was in response to 
concern that “existing rate designs still may discourage utilities from actively 
promoting energy efficiency, renewable technologies and distributed 

ti ” A d li h i h b d f t l tgeneration.”  A revenue decoupling mechanism has been approved for at least 
one utility, Con Ed, in a March 25, 2008 ruling of the PSC.  For information 
on Case 03-E-0640 see 
http://www3.dps.state.ny.us/pscweb/WebFileRoom.nsf/Web/6923ABD985888
6E2852572C300609D64/$File/203 03e0640 RDM pdf?OpenElement6E2852572C300609D64/$File/203_03e0640_RDM.pdf?OpenElement

See also case No 06-G-0746; all gas utilities must file revenue decoupling 
proposals in on going and new rate cases. 
http://www3 dps state ny us/pscweb/WebFileRoom nsf/Web/6923ABD985888http://www3.dps.state.ny.us/pscweb/WebFileRoom.nsf/Web/6923ABD985888
6E2852572C300609D64/$File/203_03e0640_RDM.pdf?OpenElement



Other RGGI States (cont.)
MA -- Five Massachusetts utilities recently submitted filings to implement 
pilot programs that allow residential and commercial customers to participate 
in on-bill financing co-pays for installations of energy efficiency measures. 
These filings respond to requirements specified in the “Green Communities 
A t ” Th fili b itt d b NSTAR UNITIL Fit hb G dAct.” The filings were submitted by NSTAR, UNITIL, Fitchburg Gas and 
Electric Co., National Grid, and Western Mass Electric Co. Additional 
information is available at: http://www.ct.gov/governorrell/site/default.asp. 

Th M h DPU d i i i 6 22 07 i l t i dThe Massachusetts DPU opened an investigation on 6-22-07 into electric and 
natural gas rate structures, including decoupling, that will promote 
efficient deployment of demand resources and remove disincentives.  A straw 
proposal decoupling mechanism, included in the Order opening the 
investigation includes elimination of lost base revenue recovery once theinvestigation, includes elimination of lost base revenue recovery once the 
decoupling mechanism is implemented.  See Docket DPU 07-50
http://www.mass.gov/Eoca/docs/dte/electric/07-50/62207order.pdf



Other RGGI States (cont.)
NH -- In February, the New Hampshire Public Utility Commission (PUC) issued a Request for Proposals 
(RFP) for programs to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the state. Funding for this project includes 
approximately $2.3 million from the December 2008 Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative auction, and 
between $2.2-4.2 million from the March 2009 auction, depending on the market price for carbon 
allowances. This RFP follows the completion of a study issued by the PUC, and the release of a Draft 
Climate Action Plan by the New Hampshire Energy Efficiency and Sustainable Energy Board. Proposals areClimate Action Plan by the New Hampshire Energy Efficiency and Sustainable Energy Board. Proposals are 
due no later than March 23, 2009.

A revised draft of the New Hampshire Climate Action Plan was issued in February, with a final report 
expected in March.  The recommendations from this Task Force are under consideration by the Energy 
Efficiency and Sustainable Energy Board. Actions recommended in the report include maximizing energy 
efficiency in new construction existing residential dwellings and existing commercial industrial andefficiency in new construction, existing residential dwellings, and existing commercial, industrial and 
municipal buildings. Other recommended actions include installing higher efficiency equipment, increased 
use of combined heat and power, upgrading building energy codes and compliance, establishing energy 
property sections in real estate listings, leading by example in government operations, and developing an 
integrated education outreach workforce training program.  

Th Cli A i Pl D f R i il blThe Climate Action Plan Draft Report is available at: 
http://des.nh.gov/organization/divisions/air/tsb/tps/climate/action_plan/documents/090130climate_change_ac
tion_plan.pdf, and additional information is available at: www.puc.nh.gov/EESE.htm.



Other RGGI States (cont.)
NH -- The Additional Opportunities for Energy Efficiency in New Hampshire report 
prepared for the PUC was finalized in January 2009. The report presents results from an 
evaluation of additional opportunities for energy efficiency in New Hampshire. Key 
recommendations include: increasing outreach to small commercial/industrial customers and 
expanding program offerings, increasing customer education, expanding the number, types, 
and services available through the current residential energy efficiency programs and 
expanding the number of participants. 

Report available at: 
http://www.puc.state.nh.us/Electric/GDS%20Report/GDS%20Final%20Report.htm. p p p p

The Commission has opened an investigation into rate mechanisms, such as revenue 
decoupling, to remove EE disincentives and provide incentives for gas and electric utilities.  
See investigation DE 07-064 
http://www.puc.state.nh.us/Regulatory/Orders%20of%20Notice/051407onDE07-064.pdfhttp://www.puc.state.nh.us/Regulatory/Orders%20of%20Notice/051407onDE07 064.pdf



Other RGGI States (cont.)
RI -- Recent energy legislation requiring investment in all cost-effective energy efficiency is 
likely to push electric DISCOs to propose decoupling in next rate cases, but no electric filings 
have been made yet.

VT An Order in this docket approved a decoupling mechanism based on an MOU betweenVT -- An Order in this docket approved a decoupling mechanism based on an MOU between 
GMP and the DPS. Under the plan, GMP will file annually for base rates, and collections will 
be reconciled annually. Rates will also be adjusted quarterly for variations in power costs, and 
increases in non-power costs are capped. To reflect that ratepayers will assume power cost 
risk, GMP’s allowed ROE is decreased, and a mechanism has been developed to allow 
ratepayers to share in savings.  p y g

CVPS has stated in the pre-filed testimony for its alternative regulation case (Docket 7336) 
that it will decouple its revenue from sales in its alternative regulation plan.  Note: in Vermont 
electric efficiency is implemented by an independent “efficiency utility” using system benefit 
charge funds.charge funds. 

See  Docket 7176 (GMP); Docket 7336 (CVPS) 
http://www.state.vt.us/psb/orders/2006/files/7175-7176finalorder.pdf.
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